Abstract - Sum of the knowledge in an organization can be considered as intellectual capital. This knowledge exists at different levels, outside or within the organization implies that knowledge. Many processes and products are having intangible nature, in corporate balance sheets to increase the intellectual capital management they enhance the value. The intellectual capital known as the exertion or work that a part put into the association as intangible resources. These assets incorporate information assets like copyright, licenses, trademarks and other human's thoughts and analyses. So we can say that intellectual capital is the gathering of all assets like social capital, basic and human, these are the assets that set the authoritative focused worth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2012 Okafor denied that each business requires assets as physical, monetary and intangible resources. Absence of, or lacking assets of any sort may put a firm in a helpless position, and may undermine its prosperity. In this time of national just as worldwide money related emergency, the investigation of the significance of intangible assets has pulled in much consideration in the business the executives writing, since intellectual capital which is a part of impalpable resource has that applying impact of increasing the value of a firm and with its social capacity can encourage the securing of different assets which advance the survival and productivity of a firm.

Intellectual Capital is characterized as all learning inside an association which can possibly make esteem when applied in accordance with the mission, vision and objectives of the association. It alludes to the impalpable capital (for example other than monetary capital) possessed by organizations:

Human Capital: For future growth and current operation the value that people bring is known as human capital.
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Structural Capital: structural capital also known as organizational capital. This is considering as a supporting infrastructure that support human and company capital.

Network Capital: It is also known as supplier or customer capital. For future growth many factors starts relationship between loyalty of suppliers, customers and other business.

Figure 1: Intellectual capital towards innovation

Intellectual Capital: For creating the value knowledge that is used
Intellectual Assets: For creating the value codification of knowledge
Intellectual Property: Intellectual capital legally protected

II. THE CONCEPT OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

In the expressions of Thomas Stewart” intellectual capital is something that can't be contacted, despite the fact that it gradually makes you rich”. In 2005 Jacob Ben-Simchon depict intellectual capital as an abridgment of non-unmistakable and non-physical resources and assets of an association, just as its practices, licenses and the understood learning of its individuals and their system of accomplices and contracts. Characterizes it as 'bundled helpful information' in 1997 by Stewart, in 2000 Sullivan as 'learning that can be changed over into benefit', in 1997 Roos et al as the 'whole of learning' of its individuals and functional interpretation of this information into brands, trademarks and procedures.
III. FACTORS OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PROCESS

1. Improving the worth creation, extraction and discharge cycles for new and existing activities
2. Breaking down existing venture learning, refreshing it and recording it beyond what many would consider possible and making it sharable inside the undertaking so as to more readily satisfy the strategies. This turns into the venture’s ‘structural capital’;
3. Distinguishing potential wellsprings of income that could be extricated from existing basic capital and creating showcasing plans for them;
4. Making the atmosphere in which information laborers can best perform;
5. Surveying dangers associated with securing the undertaking’s scholarly resources (or structural capital) and utilizing a powerful protected innovation methodology to limit business chance.

IV. COMPONENTS OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

The components of Intellectual Capital are described below:
1. Human capital
   In 2000 Bontis et al. defined that the stock of individual knowledge of an organization introduced by human capital. And this knowledge is presented by employee of that organization. In 1999 Bontis represented that as the source of innovation and strategic renewal the concept of human capital is very important, may be its in any type. In 2011 Shaari et al., in 1997 Roos & Roos dictated that in an organization human capital is the major source of intellectual capital.

2. Customer Capital
   In 2001 Tai-Ning et al. and Shaari et al., in 1997 Malone and Edvinson defined that on the basis of connection between customer and enterprise the customer capital is also a main element of intellectual capital. In 2001 Roos et al., proposed that for enjoy competitive advantage having good connection with employees is very important aspect.

3. Structural Capital
   In 2013 Khalique et al. defined that concept of Structural capital as a glue for organization. In 2000 Bontis et al., and in 2005 Wu & Tsai introduced that all non-human stores of knowledge consists in Structural capital. These non-human stores of knowledge are like policies and routines, data-bases, organizational charts, process manuals, strategies and data-bases.

4. Social Capital
   According to Khalique et al. in 2011 and Bueno et al. in 2004 other significant component of intellectual capital is Social capital. The social capital related with performances of firm. In 2003 Ireland et al. defined that for achieving sustainable competitive advantages in organizations Social capital is the most significant sources

5. Technological Capital
   In 2011 Khalique et al. defied that in knowledge-based economy a critical component is Technological capital.

6. Spiritual Capital
   In 2005 Ismail introduced that in intellectual capital Spiritual capital is also act as a vital component. In 2003 Hefinar and Berger defined that knowledge, influence, power and spirit are the knowledge of the Spiritual capital. These are derived from religion.
V. INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL MANAGEMENT MODEL

The model of Intellectual capital management include following steps:

1. Identify intellectual capital - is a stage in that intangible assets are resolved and depicted that may affect hierarchical aggressiveness. They can be recognized at the hierarchical level, division level or at the individual level. This progression is executed by an individual gifted in the craftsmanship called inner examiner.

2. Intellectual capital Measurement- this stage is begun subsequent to existing immaterial assets inside the organization, office or individual level have been recognized and are viewed as crucial to get upper hand.

3. Action plan - This progression includes discovering approaches to improve the outcomes acquired in the progression of estimating scholarly capital. Beginning the activity plan is a proposition procedure and deciding the right choice system including the execution of restorative activities and diminishes the dangers related scholarly capital. The viability of this progression adds to accomplishing the association’s destinations and boosts the worth made

4. Intellectual capital Monitoring - when the activity plan has been executed, the point is accomplished if the objectives set by the supervisor. The reason for this progression is to keep up the worth made.

5. Report - in this progression, the estimation scholarly capital outcomes are displayed to the administrator (complete score), making a diagram of the worth made for the association of these immaterial resources.

---

**Figure 3: Intellectual capital management model**

VI. CONCLUSION

The learning of an association or an organization that exists on inside the association or outside the association is the piece of Intellectual capital. Blend of information is alludes to as Intellectual capital. The Intellectual capital known as the effort or work that a section put into the relationship as insignificant resources. These benefits fuse data resources like copyright, licenses, trademarks and other human's musings and assessments. So we can say that insightful capital is the get-together of all benefits like social capital, essential and human [1], these are the advantages that set the definitive forceful worth. It is the estimation of human capital, discerning capital and basic capital that identify with its relationship.
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